
Q.1 NC machines are best suitable for _____ 

production.                                             (CO-2)

Q.2 In absoulte system, floating zero point is useful 

for______components.                          (CO-2)

SECTION-A

Note: Objective type questions. All questions are 

compulsory.  (10x1=10)

Q.4 ________ Command is used for cutter radius 

compensation.                                        (CO-3)

Q.6 The basic elements of industrial robot 

are_______,______, end effector, sensor and 

energy source.                                        (CO-4)

Q.3 G01 code is used for_______ mode of control.   

  (CO-3)

Q.5 _______ Interpolation is the ability to cut arcs or 

arc segments.                                         (CO-3)
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Note: Long answer type questions. Attempt any three 

questions.   (3x10=30)

Q.31 Write in brief about up milling and down milling.

  (CO-5)

SECTION-D 

Q.32 Define indexing. Write any four methods of 

indexing.                                                (CO-5)

Q.33 What are the different input devices used in 

CNC machines for data input?                (CO-2)

Q.35 What are fixed cycle? What is difference 

between fixed cycle and Subroutine ?     (CO-3)

Q.36 Explain the process of Electrical discharge 

Machining (EDM) and list any two of its 

advantages, limitations and applications.

  (CO-1)

Q.34 Explain about ATC briefly. How they are 

classified? What is an ATC cycle?           (CO-2)

(Note: Course outcome/CO is for office use only)

Q.29 What is an arc gap? How is the arc gap 

controlled in EDM?                                 (CO-1)

Q.30 List the application of LBM.                     (CO-1)
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Q.24 What do you mean by wear Compensation?

  (CO-2)

Q.25 Explain in brief different types of programming 

formats.                                                  (CO-3)

Q.26 Explain the types of DNC system?          (CO-2)

Q.23 Compare NC machine tools with conventional 

machine tools.                                        (CO-1)

Q.17 What is the purpose of concentrator used in 

USM? (CO-1)

Note: Short answer type questions. Attempt any eight 

questions out of ten questions.            (8x5=40)

Q.22 Write the name of any four joints used in Robot.                                                    

  (CO-4)

SECTION-C 

Q.19 What is Laser.                                         (CO-1)

Q.20 What is a side milling cutter?                   (CO-5)

Q.21 Define milling.                                         (CO-5)

Q.18 Define ECM?                                          (CO-1)

Q.27 Write short note on G and M codes.

  (CO-3)

Q.28 Write the names of various sensors used in 

Robotics. Write in brief about any two.     (CO-4)

(3)170354

Q.16 What is tool presetting?                          (CO-2)

Q.14 Name different motions of a robot.           (CO-4)

Q.15 Define canned cycle.                              (CO-5)

Q.12 Define Numeric Control system.             (CO-2)

Q.13 Name various part program formats.       (CO-3)

Note: Very Short answer type questions. Attempt any 

ten questions out of twelve questions(10x2=20)

Q.11 Write any two limitations of CNC machines.             

  (CO-2)

Q.10 In electrochemical machining (ECM) removal of 

metal from the work piece takes place as 

________.                                              (CO-1)

Q.7 The ________ acts like a brain of the robot.

  (CO-4)

Q.8 The_________ is an accurately machined shaft 

for holding and driving the arbour type cutter.

  (CO-5) 

Q.9 In electrical discharge machining, the 

temperature developed is of the order of 

_______°C.                                            (CO-1)

SECTION-B 

(2)
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